In this paper, we propose a prior-based dimension reduction Kalman filter for undersampled dynamic X-ray tomography. With this method, the X-ray reconstructions are parameterized by a low-dimensional basis. Thus, the proposed method is computationally very light, and extremely robust as all the computations can be done explicitly. With real and simulated measurement data, we show that the method provides accurate reconstructions even with very limited number of angular directions. , provided by the authors. The material includes supplementary figures, animations, and a MATLAB code for testing the dimension reduction Kalman filter and smoother. This material is 81 MB in size.
I. INTRODUCTION
C OMPUTED tomography (CT) is a noninvasive method that is widely used in many applications to reveal inner structure of an unknown target using propagation of X-ray through the target from multiple view or projections. To reconstruct the attenuation values of the target, standard methods such as filteredback projection (FBP) or Feldmann-David-Kress (FDK) have been well implemented [1] - [4] . However, these methods are well understood only when the target is not moving (static) and dense X-ray measured data from full angles are available.
In recent years, dynamic X-ray tomography, in which the target is non-static or changing, has received particular atten-tion in CT, and several ideas have been proposed lately, for example [5] - [11] . The goal here is to reconstruct the target in space and time from severely undersampled measurements. We assume that the data measured at any single time instance is too scarce for reconstructing the target properly. Our motivation stems from applications where the radiation dose needs to be minimized, a fast acquisition is required, big datasets need to be avoided, or the imaging geometry is restricted. Also, patient movement during a medical CT scan results in a dynamic dataset. Some methods to tackle this problem has been proposed in [12] - [14] . Limited and sparse angle tomography themselves are widely studied and also theoretical results exist (see e.g., [4] , [15] - [17] ). The fundamental idea in this paper is to combine measurements from several time steps using Kalman filtering and smoothing methods.
We focus on multi-source arrangements where at each time step we have measurements only from a few angular directions. Such arrangements have received so far only little attention in the literature [18] - [21] ; perhaps so because filtered backprojection type methods are not well-suited for the resulting sparse datasets. However, progress in the mathematics of inverse problems now allows novel reconstruction approaches.
In this paper, we propose the dimension reduction Kalman filter for undersampled dynamic X-ray tomography. We demonstrate the method with both simulated and real measurement data. In comparison to many other methods, our approach is computationally very light and can compute the solution online as the measurement takes place without the need of solving all the reconstructions at the same time. The dimension reduction Kalman filter is also based on direct computations, i.e., the solution is not obtained iteratively. We also show how the dimension reduction can be applied in Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) smoother that can be used for post-processing the Kalman filter results. RTS smoother provides statistically optimal improvement over the Kalman filter, and it improves the quality of the reconstructions in particular at the beginning of the simulation.
The methods presented in this paper have not been previously applied to dynamic X-ray tomography. Although, the standard version of the linear Kalman filter would be quite a natural tool for the task. Unfortunately, in practice, the direct application of the filtering formulae would be too memory-consuming and is restricted only to small-size X-ray images. For example, an X-ray image of size 200 × 200 requires the handling of (several) covariance matrices of size 40000 × 40000. Storing one covariance matrix of that size already requires 11.92 GB of memory. The new dimension reduction version of the Kalman filter, proposed in this paper, was recently introduced by [22] . The filter was originally motivated and tested for (chaotic) geophysical applications, where it performed well against the standard methods like extended Kalman filter and ensemble Kalman filter. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that it can be easily applied to dynamic X-ray tomography, too, and it provides accurate reconstructions even with a very limited number of angular directions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces measurement principle and dimension reduction for static and dynamic X-ray tomography. Section III presents numerical results using both real and simulated data, and finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Dynamic X-Ray Tomography
In X-ray tomographic imaging, the aim is to collect information about an unknown attenuation function x using available measurement data as a collection of line integrals through it. Mathematically, the Radon transform H represents the measurement data y [1] , [3] , [23] , so the problem can be modeled as
In dynamic X-ray tomography, the attenuation function x is also a function of the time k ∈ N.
Using a discrete notation, the model at time step k can be written as
where y k is the measurement vector called sinogram, x k is the vectorized X-ray image, H k is the measurement matrix and ε k is the noise vector. The aim of the static X-ray tomography is to construct an image x k so that the distance between y k and H k x k is minimized in some statistical sense. Especially when the measurement data is scarce, additional a priori information needs to be added in the reconstruction process as there are many images x k giving close to the minimal distance between y k and H k x k .
In the Bayesian framework, the inverse problem is recast as a stable statistical inference problem. Both the unknown image and the measurement are modeled as random vectors. Measurement information is included in the process via likelihood model, and all prior information we have available on the unknown is built into a prior model. These two models, or probability distributions, are combined into a posterior distribution using the Bayes formula. Finally one tries to find a statistical estimate using this distribution. Often the maximum a posteriori estimate, i.e., an image that maximize the posterior distribution p( x k | y k ) given the sinogram, is considered. Although, one could also, for example, consider the conditional mean estimate via Monte Carlo sampling.
In dynamic X-ray tomography, the measurement function H k can be substantially different at every time step, because one often wants to work in a situation where only few angular directions are available at each time step k, and the qual-ity of the reconstruction is simply not good enough using the measurements from the same time step only. In dynamic systems one is not limited to finding solution p( x k | y k ), but rather tries to find an online (filtering) solution p( x k | y 1:k ) using all the available observations y 1:k at time k, or an offline (smoothing) solution p( x k | y 1:K ) where one first collect all the observations y 1:K until the final time index K.
Thus, in dynamic X-ray tomography, the idea is to reconstruct a set of changing X-ray images in space and time. Let us first, however, look how we can solve this inverse problem in the static case.
B. Prior-Based Dimension Reduction
There are several ways to solve the static version of the linear inverse problem (2) (see, e.g., the textbook [23] for an introduction). Here we discuss two ways that will later serve us in numerical computations.
In Tikhonov regularization, one finds the minimum of the following functional
where Γ is the chosen regularization matrix. The solution x tik k can obtained from the formula
In general, the matrix Γ T Γ has a similar role as the inverse prior covariance matrix (precision) in Bayesian framework discussed next.
In Bayesian framework one assumes that we have a prior probability distribution for our quantities of interest. Once the measurements are taken, the prior distribution can be updated, and this new updated distribution is called the posterior. If we assume Gaussian prior x k ∼ N ( μ k , Σ) and Gaussian observation error ε k ∼ N ( 0, R k ), then the posterior density can be written as
(5) Here μ k is the expected value ("the best guess") of the prior distribution and Σ is its error covariance matrix. The measurement error covariance matrix R k is quite often diagonal.
Remark: In some applications, the prior covariance matrix Σ can be naturally available or it can be calculated experimentally from the data. If no such dataset is available, one way to construct the prior covariance matrix is to use some functional form. Section III explores this option.
If observation operator H k is linear then also the posterior distribution is Gaussian and the mean x est k and its error covariance matrix C est k can be obtained from
Remark: Even for low-resolution X-ray images of the size N × N , the direct usage of the Bayes and Tikhonov matrix formulas is cumbersome as one would need to invert a matrix of the size N 2 × N 2 . Next we show how this problem can be circumvented by using prior-based dimension reduction.
In prior-based dimension reduction (see, e.g., [24] ) the idea is to constrain the problem onto a subspace that contains most of the variability allowed by the prior. In the recent paper [22] , this concept was extended to Kalman filtering.
In dimension reduction, we start by parameterizing the state
using the prior mean μ k and the projection matrix P that projects parameters α k from the low dimensional subspace onto the full state space. The aim is now to find the posterior distribution for the parameters α k :
In prior-based dimension reduction, P is constructed from the prior covariance matrix Σ using singular value decomposition (SVD). The covariance matrix Σ is factorized as Σ = USU T , where unitary matrix U contains singular vectors as columns, and matrix S has the singular values in the diagonal. Using the r leading singular values, the projection matrix P r is defined as
Now it is easy to see that
Thus this selection of the projection matrix whitens the prior, and posterior distribution (9) further simplifies to
(12) Now following (6-7), the maximum a posteriori estimate for the parameter vector α k and its error covariance matrix Ψ est k can be obtained from
Although we now work within Bayesian framework, an interesting alternative is to use Tikhonov regularization with the same projection matrix P r . Now the Tikhonov solution (4) can be expressed as
We note that this Tikhonov solution only uses the prior covariance matrix to create the projection matrix, and the covariance matrix in itself is not used in the solution.
Remark:
The key idea behind prior-based dimension reduction is that the prior covariance matrix Σ is selected so that only small amount of singular vectors are needed to be considered. In practice, we consider smooth reconstructions. If a covariance function is used, the smoothness can be controlled by varying the parameters of this function. On the other hand, if for example a diagonal prior covariance matrix is used, then no prior-base dimension reduction can be done. In the context of X-ray images of the size N × N , one now only needs to invert the matrix of the size r × r. If now r can be selected much smaller than N 2 , the direct evaluation of the above formulas is feasible.
Remark: In order to use solutions (13) (14) and (15) we do not actually need to compute the Radon matrix H k explicitly. Matrix representation of the measurement function H k is typically created by applying some built-in Radon function to the columns of the identity matrix of the size N 2 × N 2 . In dimension reduction, we just need to apply this built-in function r times (instead of N 2 times) to the columns of P r .
C. Prior-Based Dimension Reduction in Kalman Filtering
So far at every time step k we have only considered the observations made at the same time. In linear filtering, one considers the following pair
Here now Eq. (17) is exactly the same as the standard linear inverse problem (2), but in addition we also have the dynamic prediction model M k that moves the state x k −1 from the time step k − 1 to k. Model and measurement error terms ξ k and ε k are typically assumed zero-mean and Gaussian:
. Moreover, the model error covariance matrix Q k is usually static and simply postulated by the user.
In filtering one has two steps: prediction and update. In the prediction step, the estimate of the mean x est k −1 and its covariance matrix C est k −1 are moved to the next time step's prior estimates x p k and C p k . In Kalman filtering (e.g., [25] ), one calculates
Now using this prior in the update step, the posterior distribution p( x k | y 1:k ) can be written as
(20) and the posterior mean and covariance matrix can be obtained from the formulas similar to (6-7), often written in the so called "m-form," as in many Kalman filtering applications the number of observations is typically smaller than the number of states, see e.g. [26] .
In dynamic X-ray tomography, regardless of which way we write the formulas (6-7), the direct application of the Kalman filter become infeasible even for modest size X-ray images. Next we follow [22] and discuss how the dimension reduction can be used here.
Let us start by parametrizing our state as
Here P r is a static projection matrix, calculated before the filtering is started, and x p k is a dynamically changing prior estimate given by the filter. Now the prior mean and the covariance matrix in Kalman filter prediction step can be written as
and the posterior distribution for the parameters α k comes
The posterior mean α est k and its error covariance matrix Ψ est k can be obtained from
Remark: Once we have the estimate for the low-dimensional parameters α est k we can project them to the full space using Eq. (21) . It also possible to project the covariance matrix Ψ est k to the full space via C est k = P r Ψ est k P T r . This matrix however would have the size of n × n, where n is the dimension of the full space. If we only want to study the diagonal of this matrix, we can use the i:th row of the projection matrix P r to obtain the i:th diagonal element of the covariance matrix C est k . In principle, the formulas (25) (26) can be applied as is, however the direct computation of (C p k ) −1 P r in (26) is not (often) feasible. In order to efficiently compute (C p k ) −1 P r , we write
which can be evaluated as long as Q −1 k P r is easy to compute. In many Kalman filtering application this is the case, and often the model error covariance matrix Q k is selected to be diagonal.
In the supplementary material we give a Matlab implementation of the prior-based dimension reduction Kalman filter. A pseudo code is given below. Remark: In many applications, the prediction model M k is a natural part of the system. In dynamic X-ray tomography, however, this is not often the case. If no such model is not naturally available, one straightforward option is to model the transport from one image to another simply with identity M k = I. This option makes the assumption that motion is entirely stochastic, and is most valid when the underlying motion is small. As the Kalman filter is data-driven methodology, and the model error is considered, this does not mean static image. Related to CT, this option was also discussed in [27] . Another option is based on optical flow methods that try to calculate the motion between two consecutive image frames. For example this option was considered in a recent study [13] with variational methods. In filtering context, one could for example calculate the displacement field from images x est k −1 and x est k , and then use this field to predict
is computed, one could iterate and recompute the displacement field between the images x est k and x est k +1 . Remark: As in the static case, where we do not need to calculate H k explicitly, we also can circumvent the evaluation of M k . Again we just need to apply the code-level function of M k to the columns of P r (r times).
Remark: In this paper, we have presented the dimension reduction Kalman filter only for linear models. The method can also be applied to non-linear filtering, see, e.g., the original paper [22] for more complex cases where extended and ensemble Kalman filtering were used with chaotic systems.
1) Dimension Reduction Rauch-Tung-Striebel Smoother:
Kalman filter solves dynamically the probability distribution p( x k , y 1:k ) given at time step k all the observation y 1:k . The Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother [28] , also known as the Kalman smoother, is a fixed interval smoother that solves the probability distribution p( x k , y 1:K ) given all the observation y 1:K for every k ∈ [1, . . . , K]. The forward pass of the smoother is the same as in Kalman filter, and it can be seen as a post-processing tool for the Kalman filtering results.
In the backward pass, one starts from the final Kalman filtering estimate and operates via recursion [25] . In practice, one first sets x smooth K = x est K , and the goes backward in time, i.e. from time step K − 1 to time step 1. One obtains the smoothed state x smooth
This recursive solution can be efficiently evaluated using the SMW formula for (C p k ) −1 like in Eq. (28) , and writing C est k −1 = P r Ψ est k −1 P T r . Note that the error covariance matrix C smooth
However, in RTS smoother, also the error covariance matrix C smooth k −1 can be obtained recursively
The direct evaluation of Eq. (30) is again often unfeasible. Writing now also C smooth
and further more
This can be rearangend to
where D = (C p k ) −1 (M k P r ). This can be evaluated efficiently using the SMW formula. Again, the matrix Ψ smooth k can be easily used for studying the diagonal of C smooth k . Without the covariance matrix calculation, the dimension reduction RTS smoother can be seen as the following simple pseudo code. A similar code can also be written with Eq. (33) included. Matlab implementation is given in the supplementary material. 
III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Here we discuss how the dimension reduction can be applied to 2D static and 3D dynamic X-ray tomography. The purpose is to highlight different features in different methods. We start by applying the ideas to a static problem and then move to dynamic problems with real and simulated data.
A. Tomographic X-Ray Data of Middle Slice of a Walnut
In order to study how the effect of dimension reduction in static X-ray tomography, we use the FIPS (Finnish Inverse Problems Society) open-access dataset of tomographic X-ray data of a walnut [29] .
We start by creating a 10000 × 10000 prior covariance matrix for 100 × 100 image using standard Gaussian covariance function
where σ 2 is the variance parameter, l is the correlation length and d(x i , x j ) is the Euclidean distance between pixels x i and x j . For practical purposes, we select σ = 1 and l = 3. We calculate the SVD for Σ, and form P r using Eq. (10). Finally, we linearly interpolate each column of P r to the target size 328 × 328. An illustration of this covariance matrix and an animation of the selected (every 50th) singular vectors is presented in the supplementary material. In practice, the reconstructions are linear combinations of these sinusoidal vectors. We start by using dimension reduction Tikhonov regularization. As regularization matrix we set Γ = γI with γ = 10. Now the formula (15) can be written as Figure 1 illustrates results using dimension reduction Tikhonov regularization with different number of basis vectors (r = 3000, 1000, 500 or 100). We can see that lowering the number of basis vectors smoothens the reconstruction and increases the "ringingin." However, the shape of the walnut is clearly recognizable even with r = 500, although the full image size is substantially larger 328 2 = 107584. In supplementary material, we provide the ground-truth reconstruction with 1600 angular directions. Fig. 2 illustrates the root-mean-squared (RMS) error with respect to the variational Tikhonov regularization reconstruction [29] without dimension reduction. In Fig. 2a , the RMS error is illustrated as a function of number of basis vectors r. As expected, when more angular directions are considered, the error is decreased. Interestingly, if in dimension reduction reconstructions we only use data from 20 angular directions, very little error reduction is seen after 1000 basis vectors. In Fig. 2b we illustrate the RMS error as a function of the correlation length parameter of the covariance matrix. When the correlation length is increased also the RMS error increases. Unsurprisingly, the increase is larger when 120 angular directions are considered. Figure 3 illustrates reconstructions of a walnut using variational Tikhonov regularization [29] and dimension reduction Tikhonov regularization (r = 3000) with 120 and 20 projection angles. By visually comparing the results, we observe that nearly all the same features are observable, and the results are only slightly smoother with dimension reduction. Moving from 120 to 20 projection angles provides much more drastic change, as expected from RMS errors presented in Fig. 2 . We also illustrate Bayesian estimate using prior μ = 0.
B. Dynamic X-Ray Tomography: Stop-Motion 3-D Emoji Data
For the real dynamic X-ray dataset, we use the 3D emoji dataset measured at the University of Helsinki, see [30] for details. The stop motion emoji data is available at 33 time steps with 60 angular directions out of 360 • . The target size is 128 × 128. Again, we use standard Gaussian covariance function (34) and set σ = 0.1 and l = 1.5. Both observation and model error covariance matrices are set to σ 2 I. With this rather arbitrary setup, we get visually good results. One option for tuning these parameters is to use marginal filter likelihood, see, e.g., [31] for more discussion.
As our aim is to minimize the acquisition time, storing big datasets and preferably the radiation dose (as motivated by sampling in vivo samples), we perform filtering only with four (rotating) angular directions. We test two setups: a) equal spacing, i.e., in the first step we select directions [1, 16, 31, 46] , in the second step [2, 17, 32, 47] and so on; and b) setup with limited directions, i.e., in the first step we select directions [1, 2, 3, 4] , in the second step [5, 6, 7, 8] and so on. In the beginning, the Kalman filter reconstructions are expected to be rather poor, and gradually improve as more data becomes available. Following [32] , we also enforce non-negativity of the X-ray attenuation and set all negative pixels to zero after each time step. As a "ground truth reconstruction" we use static dimension reduction (r = 1000) Tikhonov solution from all 60 angular directions. Finally, we post-process the Kalman filtering results using RTS smoother.
First, we select identity forward model M k = I. Figure 4 illustrates stop motion emoji results at four-time steps k = 1, 5, 10 and 25. A GIF animation with all 33-time step is given in the supplementary material. As expected, in the first steps the Kalman filtering reconstruction is rather poor, but already at step five, the shape of the emoji starts to be visible. The RTS smoother solution is visually closer to the "ground truth reconstruction," although, in the beginning, the left eye seems to be a little too open. One option could be rerunning the Kalman filter from the RTS smoother initial values. At time step 25, the visual quality of all the reconstructions seems to be rather equal, although, Kalman filter seems to be lagging behind (e.g., left eye is a little bit too close), because we only use 4 angular directions and identity forward model.
We test this setup also using large displacement optical flow [33] forward model, where we compute the displacement field between x est k −1 and x est k , and then use this field to predict x p k +1 . In practice, we use the Matlab toolbox (available at https://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜katef/LDOF.html) which provides the code for a) estimating the displacement field, and b) warping the image. In order to obtain reliable displacement field, we need good initial conditions. We start the optical flow from the estimates given by the filter without optical flow from the time step k = 10. Thus, in the first step we calculate the displacement field between x est k −2 and x est k −1 , and then use the warping code to obtain the prior x p k = M k x est k −1 . In each time step we also apply the warping code to the columns of the projection matrix P r (r times) to obtain M k P r that is needed in Eq. (28) .
The idea of applying optical flow forward model works technically well, but with just four angular directions the quality of the images are not good enough for calculating reliable flow and the filter diverges. Also rotating angular directions are confused with physical motion. If we increase the number of angular directions to 10, the results with optical flow Kalman filter become more robust, i.e., the filter diverges. A GIF animation with optical flow Kalman filter is given in the supplementary material. Figure 5 presents RMS errors, calculated using 4 and 10 angular directions, with respect to the "ground truth reconstruction." The results are obtained with both limited angle and sparse angle setup. We observe that the Kalman filter with 4 angular directions and identity forward model takes the most time to converge. It is also clear that the same Kalman filter with optical flow forward model diverges (due to the failed optical flow computations). Kalman smoother with 4 angular directions produces similar RMSE as other methods with 10 angular directions. As expected, the KF with 10 angular directions provides faster convergence with respect to the KF with four angular directions. As also expected, in both cases, the RMS error is smaller with smoother than with filter. Finally, we observe that the optical flow Kalman filter with ten angular directions converges and produces the smallest RMS error during the final time steps (with both limited and sparse angle setups).
C. 3-D Simulated Chest Phantom
In order to test the approach in synthetic simulated environment, we use Matlab's 3D chest dataset (https://se. mathworks.com/help/images/segment-lungs-from-3-d-chestmri-data.html). This dataset is not dynamic, but here we interpret the vertical direction as time. Thus, in practice we obtain slice-by-slice reconstruction of the chest in 3D form, but our interpretation of the dataset is as it would be 2D dynamic experiment (as the emoji case of Section III-B that was based on real measurement data). This CT scan has been used to evaluate the blockages, injuries, tumors or other lesions, or other health problems [34] , [35] . One application is also to determine the pulmonary artery diameter (MPAD) [36] , and our proposed method seems to be promising to provide better reconstruction.
In detail, we set our target resolution to 128 × 128, and in order to avoid inverse crime (see, e.g., [23] ), we simulate the sinograms with much higher resolution, i.e., 512 × 512, and add 1% noise. Parallel beam geometry is used in the computation. To create data we use 60 equally spaced angles out of 180 • . In Kalman filtering, we use sparse angle setup, i.e., in the first step we select directions [1, 16, 31, 46] , in the second step [2, 17, 32, 47] and so on.
For Kalman filtering covariance matrices etc., we use the very same setup as with emoji data and start the simulations using identity forward model M k = I. Animations of the simulations with four and ten angular directions are given in the supplementary material. Figure 6 illustrates a snapshot at time step 200. Figure 7 illustrates relative errors calculated against the true phantom. We can see that after about 15-time steps dimension reduction (r = 3000) Kalman filter and RTS smoother yield about the same relative error with four angles as the dimension reduction Tikhonov solution with 60 angles. After time step 75 all relative errors become higher as the shape of the lungs become visible. The relative errors obtained with Kalman filter and RTS smoother with four angular directions are also higher than those with obtained with 60-angle Tikhonov. 
RTS yields systematically lower relative error than Kalman filter.
Like with emoji data, four angular directions are not enough to provide robust results for optical flow and the filter diverges with this setup (seen both visually and in relative error). If we increase the number of angular directions to 10, the results with optical flow Kalman filter become robust. From the relative errors illustrated in Figure 7 , we can note that, as expected, the relative errors obtained with 10 angular directions are lower than those obtained with four angular directions. Dimension reduction Kalman filter with optical flow provides the lowest relative errors, and they very close to the 60-angle Tikhonov solution relative errors. This indicates that with this sampling setup (60 fixed angular directions), this is the best result we can obtain.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In recent years, several new methods have been proposed for dynamic X-ray tomography. In this paper, we discussed how the prior-based dimension reduction methods, developed recently for Kalman filtering [22] , can be applied for the task. The methods discussed here are computationally relatively light and can be evaluated without variational computations. In Kalman filtering, the reconstructions can be calculated online without solving all the reconstructions at once. The same is true also for the Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother, as the solution can be calculated recursively after the Kalman filtering has been performed.
In order to give some idea of computation times, we mention that in emoji example, one-time step of Matlab implemented dimension reduction Kalman filter takes about two seconds and one RTS smoother back pass (without calculating the error covariance matrix) about 0.6 seconds (MacBook Pro, 2016, 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7, RAM 16 Gb). The optical flow, calculated using large displacement optical flow Matlab code (https://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜katef/LDOF.html) adds about five seconds per time step. The computation times for filtering and smoothing are dictated by the number of basis vectors selected. This is not true for the optical flow part, and for large 3D dynamic systems, the optical flow calculations might be too time consuming in practice, although, some work have been done [37] .
The numerical results, presented in this paper are promising for future applications. The dimension reduction Kalman filter with identity forward model provided robust estimates (both visually and in terms of RMSE) even with just four angular directions. The setup for the filter was also rather arbitrary, and no careful tuning for the filter parameters was needed. The filtering results can be further smoothed with dimension reduction version of the RTS smoother and it improved the quality of the reconstructions (both visually and in terms of RMSE) especially at the beginning of the simulation. A slightly more complicated version of the dimension reduction Kalman filter can be obtained using optical flow forward model. However, the quality of the reconstructions has to be good enough in order for optical flow method to work properly. For example, we could not get this version of the dimension reduction Kalman filter to converge with just four angular directions and the filter diverged (seen both visually and in terms of RMSE) due to the failed optical flow calculations. When the number of angular directions was increased to ten, the method converged and performed better (no lagging, lower relative and RMS error) than the Kalman filter and smoother with identity forward model.
Future work is to implement the strategy in in vivo samples or cardiac imaging. To speed-up the computation times, parallelization or GPU environment could be employed. Reconstruct a human chest or lung from real measured data using the proposed method would be worth to try as well. Finally, we note that the dimension reduction filter and smoother performed just as expected, and the main limitation factor was the number of data points at each time step. The dimension reduction in itself did not seem to harm the solution too much. This was even further tested with the static walnut example where dimension reduction method with just 3000 basis vectors provided visually nearly the same quality as the full inversion with the number of unknowns of 328 2 = 107584. Also, the RMS error remained stable, after the selected number of basis vectors was large enough (e.g., 1000 or 3000). This feature is of course very much case dependent. Janne Hakkarainen received the M.Sc. degree in applied mathematics from the University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland in 2010, and the Ph.D. degree in applied mathematics from the Lappeenranta University of Technology, Lappeenranta, Finland, in 2013. In 2017, he was a Postdoctoral Scientist with the University of Helsinki, where this research was mainly done. He is currently a Senior Research Scientist with the Finnish Meteorological Institute, Helsinki. His research interest varies from statistical inverse problems to atmospheric composition monitoring.
